Reverse micelles (RMs) are recognized as a paradigm of molecular self-assembly and used in a variety of applications, such as chemical synthesis and molecular structure refinement. Nevertheless, many fundamental properties including their equilibrium size distribution, internal structure, and mechanism of self-assembly remain poorly understood. To provide an enhanced microscopic understanding of the assembly process and resulting structural distribution, we perform multiple nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of dioctyl sulfosuccinate sodium salt (AOT) RM assembly, quantifying RM size, water core structure, and dynamics. Rapid assembly of smaller RM from a random mixture is observed to establish a constant AOT water loading within a nanosecond consistent with a diffusion-adsorption mechanism validated through the Monte-Carlo simulation of a model system. The structure of RM water cores and RM molecular volume during RM assembly is characterized during the AOT assembly process. A moment-closure equation is developed from a novel master equation model to elucidate the elementary events underlying the AOT selfassembly process. The resulting kinetic model is used to explore the role of monomer addition and dissociation, RM association and dissociation, and RM collision-induced exchange, all dependent on average RM size, which provides fundamental insight regarding the mechanisms and time scales for AOT RM self-assembly. The nascent dynamics that rapidly establish water loading, intermediate time scales of RM fusion, and longer time scale dynamics of inter-RM exchange essential in establishing the equilibrium condition are quantified through these kinetic models. Overall, this work provides insight into AOT RM self-assembly and provides a general theoretical framework for the analysis of the molecular self-assembly dynamics and mechanism. Published by AIP Publishing.
INTRODUCTION
Reverse micelles (RMs), formed in the environments of water, amphiphilic surfactant, and rich hydrophobic solvent, are utilized in applications such as chemical synthesis, 1 drug delivery systems, 2-4 investigation of membrane protein transport, 5 and solute encapsulation. 6, 7 Dioctyl sulfosuccinate sodium salt (AOT) is perhaps the most widely studied RM surfactant, as AOT RMs form without co-surfactant molecules, simplifying the phase diagram for these mixtures.
Water stabilizes the association of surfactants in the presence of the hydrophobic solvent, enabling the formation of large RMs. 8 Several experiments have shown that the number of waters solvating surfactant molecules within RMs is directly dependent on the water loading of the system. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] AOT and water form a stable structural network in moderately low water loadings through AOT-water pair formation. 8, [15] [16] [17] The dynamics of the water core in RMs are of significant interest due to the observed dynamical heterogeneity of water reorientation, and several studies have explored the behavior of water as a function of distance from surfactant head regions. 9 The effect of AOT-water interaction on the water structure has been studied via spectroscopic 8, 10, 11, 23 and NMR 14 experiments. Jain et al. classified water structures into surface bound, trapped, and free states and found the maximum hydration number of AOT molecules to be 12. 11 In an NMR study by Hauser et al., 14 each AOT was found to influence the behavior of up to 13 water molecules, with two water adopting a strongly bound complex with AOT. Photon correlation experiments 8 have shown hydrogen bond interactions as a dominant energetic contribution in RM formation. Additionally, free energy models quantifying the difference between free AOT and RM states have been proposed in order to characterize the key thermodynamic driving forces in the AOT RM assembly. [24] [25] [26] Exchange of RM components upon the collision of RMs plays a major role in the RM assembly and dynamics of equilibrium. The percolation of electric conductance and its dependence on temperature or volume fraction of RMs [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] have been used to measure the effect of collision-induced exchange on RM dynamics as conductance is strongly influenced by inter-RM interactions. This exchange process is related to mass transfer among RMs and is of importance to applications using RM encapsulation. In addition to collisions, RMs also undergo coalescence into larger RMs. The time scale of intermicelle exchange and coalescence has been measured at equi-librium, where AOT and water exchange rates were found to be 10 2 -10 3 times faster than coalescence. 34 The exchange rate (k ex ) has been observed to depend on the mixture composition, temperature, and presence of salt and was measured to be 10 7 M −1 s −1 at 25 • C with 0.2M AOT, under the same conditions as the aforementioned measurements. [35] [36] [37] [38] Robinson et al. measured k ex at various concentrations, temperatures, chain lengths of the alkane solvent, and additives using stopped flow experiments. 34 As the temperature increased and hydrophobic solvent chain lengthened, RM sizes were found to become smaller. As AOT concentration increased, k ex increased by several orders of magnitude. Addition of co-surfactant molecules such as toluene, benzyl alcohol, and cholesterol impacted k ex as well. By adding benzyl alcohol as a co-surfactant, k ex increased by a factor of up to 20. The estimated exchange rate constant, 10 6−9 M −1 s −1 , under various conditions of temperature and AOT concentration, is two to four orders of magnitude slower than predictions from free diffusion theory implying a free energy barrier to collision-induced RM fusion. In comparison to other RMforming surfactants, such as cetyl trimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)/water/heptane chloroform mixtures, AOT RMs have a slower exchange rate and are more kinetically stable. Importantly, if k ex is fast enough, bicontinuous structures beyond the RM phase are observed. As such, the RM exchange rate is critical to the stability of the RM phase.
Over the past two decades, there have been many molecular simulation studies involving RMs. Due to the utility of RM-encapsulation for the experimental measurement of protein structure, the structure of RM-encapsulated protein systems has been studied in substantial detail using molecular simulation. Tian and Garcia explored the dynamics and location of proteins in RMs 39 and the effect of RMs on the ubiquitin structure and dynamics. 40 Straub and co-workers explored the effect of charged and zwitterionic termini on a RM-spanning protein on the structure and dynamics of RMs 41 as well as the effect of RM-encapsulation on amyloidogenic peptide aggregation. 42 Eskici and Axelsen also investigated the role of RM-encapsulation on the structure of amyloid beta. 43 Molecular simulation has also been used to study the microscopic mechanism of self-assembly and the dynamics of water within RM systems. [44] [45] [46] In seminal studies by Ladanyi et al., it was shown that the RM water core dynamics is dependent on distance from the surfactant head molecule and water loading, [47] [48] [49] [50] providing an explanation of water loading dependence of water dynamics within RMs. 51, 52 Eskici and Axelsen recently estimated the size distribution of AOT RMs at a water loading of 7.5 via conventional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 53 and investigated the water exchange mechanism upon the fusion of RMs. 54 Additionally, coarse-grained simulations of RM formation have demonstrated the role of the water core in the RM formation mechanism. 55 While the simulation literature has focused on the dynamics of water and the morphology of RMs at equilibrium, the structure of RMs during self-assembly is less well understood. Nevertheless, studies have provided insight into various local structural parameters of water, such as the orientational tetrahedral order, translational tetrahedral order, local structure index (LSI), and local density. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] Additionally, thermodynamic models of micelle formation have inspired the models of other aggregation processes, such as the assembly of clathrin baskets. 61 Most AOT simulation studies have been performed from the spherical initial configurations of AOT and water molecules. For the formation of a single RM, Graeve et al. 62, 63 performed united atom simulations of AOT and water in an isooctane solvent initiated from random mixtures over 500 ns, leading to stable fluctuations in RM size and shape. Recently, Marchi and Abel 64 performed 1 µs AOT self-assembly simulations in which multiple RMs were formed at a water loading of five. They observed the same number of RMs formed in each simulation and calculated the time scale of initial RM formation to be approximately 20 ns. These RMs converged to the same ellipsoidal shape observed in the past simulations of isolated RMs, validating the results of prior work. These simulations also observed the formation of transient RM collisions on the near-microsecond time scale. However, the microscopic mechanism of RM formation underlying the observed aggregation dynamics was not examined.
Three different RM self-assembly mechanisms have been proposed: a phase-separation model, a multiple-equilibrium model, and a mass action model. 65, 66 While these models describe critical concentrations, co-operative features, and size-limiting distributions of RMs, they fail to describe molecular interactions among RMs. To describe inter-RM interactions, an alternative model employing a generalized chemical master equation 67, 68 for the self-assembly process is expected to be of greater utility. In the past, master equation models were developed to describe the formation of micelles. 69, 70 Recently, Knowles et al. [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] proposed a chemical master equation in which the analytical solutions of moments were used to model the polymerization of the amyloid-β protein.
The theory employed size-independent rate constants determined from experimental results. The extension of their model to the case of RM self-assembly may provide an improved model of the RM assembly process and facilitate the identification of rates of elementary microscopic processes underlying RM assembly.
In this study, we performed multiple replicate MD simulations of AOT self-assembly in atomistic detail. Our dynamical simulations were used to develop a diffusion-adsorption (DA) model in order to elucidate the nascent association dynamics that establish RM water loading. We further developed a novel master equation model to explain the RM fusion process.
Time series of RM growth including the production of RMs, free molecule depletion, and establishment of water loading on AOT are presented. Order parameters of water within RMs offer a physical explanation for why RMs grow beyond their initial sizes after RM solvation, a time scale associated with RM fusion. A novel master equation approach is used to describe the inter-RM exchange process. By fitting the time series of RM average sizes, we obtain the kinetic rate constants of various elementary processes involved in the RM exchange mechanism. The rate constants describe how the average size of RMs is influenced by the kinetics of these processes. The results of our study suggest that inter-RM exchange is critical in determining average RM size. This is qualitatively different from the kinetics of normal surfactant formation which can be explained without inter-micelle interaction. This work provides critical insight into the microscopic structure of AOT RMs during self-assembly, the interplay of the RM molecular structure and size, and a new formalism for the analysis of RM self-assembly kinetics.
METHODS

Water order parameters
The following order parameters were used to characterize the structure of water molecules during RM water core formation. Each parameter assesses unique aspects of the RM-encapsulated-water structure. 56 
Orientational tetrahedral order
For the nearest neighbor water oxygen atoms, the order parameter Q defined as
provides a measure of orientational tetrahedral order. 57, 58 Ψ jk is the angle formed by a selected oxygen j and its nearest neighbor oxygen atoms k. Q = 0 when bond-orientation is similar to an ideal gas and Q = 1 when the structure is a regular tetrahedron.
Translational tetrahedral order
Translational tetrahedral order, 58 S k , is defined as
where r k is the distance from the selected oxygen to the nearest neighbor oxygen, k, and r is the arithmetic mean of the four nearest neighbor water oxygens. S k = 1 for a perfect tetrahedron.
Local structure index
The local structure index, 59 LSI, quantifies the gap between the first and second hydration shell of water defined as
where oxygen-oxygen distances are ordered as r 1 < r 2 < · · · < r n < 3.7 Å < r n+1 , ∆(i) = r i+1 − r i , and ∆ is the average of ∆(i).
Local density
The local density has various definitions. 56, 76 We employ the measure used by Duboue-Dijon and Laage, 56
where V is calculated through the Voronoi tessellation of heavy atoms. 56 An example of the Voronoi tessellation for a single RM is shown in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material.
Steinhardt-Nelson order parameters
Steinhardt-Nelson bond orientational order parameters [77] [78] [79] are often used to distinguish crystal structures in molecular simulations. The order parameter is calculated from the local environment around a particle without any reference frame.
The complex vector q lm (i) of particle i in the (2l + 1) dimensional complex vector is defined as
where N b (i) is the number of the nearest neighbors of particle i, Y lm (r i j) are the spherical harmonics, and r ij is the vector from particle i to particle j. Neighbors are defined as all particles that are within a given cutoff r c around a central particle. To make the order parameters invariant with respect to the rotation of the reference frame, the rotationally invariant local bond parameters are defined as (6) and the third-order invariant is defined as (7) where the coefficients (· · · ) are the Wigner 3j symbols. We use the normalized quantitȳ
We evaluate the case of l = 6 symmetry for q b (i) andw b which should both be near zero for liquid or gas-like structures. By abandoning the phase information on the spherical harmonics, a rotationally invariant bond-orientational order parameter may be also obtained. To measure the correlation in bondorientational order between neighboring water molecules, we measure the average dot product of q 6 of all waters with their nearest neighbors, previously employed by Auer and Frenkel. 80 
Hierarchical clustering of AOT and water
To identify aggregates of AOT and water, a single-link hierarchical clustering method was used to identify the clusters of AOT sulfur atoms and water oxygens based on Cartesian coordinates with a cut-off distance of 1.0 nm. There is some variation in the numbers of water and AOT composing aggregates due to fluctuations beyond this cutoff. This distance was selected as the most well-behaved and consistent via visual inspection.
Distribution shape parameter fitting
We quantified the distributions of AOT and water in RMs derived from MD and compared those profiles with the results of stochastic diffusion-adsorption simulations. These distributions were computed and fit to gamma distributions using packages and libraries in R. [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] The gamma distribution is defined as
where x ≥ 0, the shape parameter a > 0, and the rate parameter s > 0.
Monte-Carlo diffusion-adsorption model
To serve as a standard reference for random diffusionadsorption kinetics in RM solvation assembly, we developed a Monte-Carlo (MD) diffusion-adsorption simulation model. Within the model, water may adsorb to water, water may adsorb to AOT, and AOT may adsorb to AOT. AOT and water are represented as spherical points undergoing random diffusion in Cartesian coordinates simulated using cubic periodic boundary conditions with 15-nm edges in each dimension. A 1 nm encounter radius was used for all adsorption interactions, the same as the hierarchical clustering cutoff used for RM identification. Ten diffusion-adsorption simulations were initiated from the same 10 initial conditions as the RM self-assembly MD simulations. MC displacements (each taken in a random direction) were converted into time steps of 1 ps based on the diffusion coefficients of AOT and water and the displacement size. The displacement size per step was taken to be at least an order of magnitude smaller than the encounter radius. Each simulation was 50 ns long.
Diffusion coefficients of monomeric AOT measured from MD simulations and water in the isooctane solvent were used to determine MC displacement magnitudes. The same initial conditions for the equilibration of MD trajectories of AOT self-assembly were used to perform the RM assembly simulations. The monomer diffusion coefficient was found to be 21.9 nm 2 ns −1 for water and 0.37 nm 2 ns −1 for AOT. Upon encountering another molecule, either (1) water-water adsorption occurs with the mass of the adsorbed water transferred to the other water, effectively forming a water "cluster," while the adsorbed water is removed from the system; (2) water-AOT adsorption occurs, in which the mass of water is transferred to the AOT, and the adsorbed water is removed from the system; or (3) AOT-AOT adsorption occurs, in which the mass of the adsorbed AOT is transferred to the other AOT, and the adsorbed AOT is removed from the system. Increases in mass decrease the displacement of an AOT or water particle in a way that conserves the magnitude of the momentum. The isooctane solvent is treated implicitly in these simulations.
Extension of master equation for aggregation
To model the amyloid-β aggregation mechanism, Knowles et al. 71, 72, 74 developed a kinetic master equation model capable of describing a nucleation-polymerization mechanism. The model includes elementary processes including rates of monomer association, dissociation, oligomer fusion, fragmentation, and nucleation, accounting for anticipated primary nucleation pathways. They obtained an analytical solution for polymer number concentration and polymer mass concentration. The average aggregate size works well as this primary parameter and is simple to measure via both experiment and simulation. Via their analytical solution and numerical simulations, Michaels and Knowles successfully reproduced experimentally measured data of amyloid-β aggregation, elucidating the microscopic mechanism of amyloid fibril formation in a number of systems. 75 We extend the model of Knowles and co-workers to study the AOT self-assembly process. (1) We obtain rate constants for the AOT aggregation processes from simulation data that may be directly related to experiment. (2) We generalized the Knowles model by introducing collision-induced molecular exchange, an important part of the RM equilibration process that occurs when RMs collide, thus playing a major role in mass transfer in RM-encapsulated molecules. Upon introduction of a molecular exchange process for the generalized model, it is possible to identify a unique solution in parameter space. A schematic view of each process is shown in Fig. 1 .
The master equation for the dependence of the aggregate concentration, f (t, j), of aggregate size j at time, t, is process of oligomers,
; and the primary nucleation process, k n (nuclei size, n c = 2) (1, 1) ⇒ (2). The last four terms add a collision induced exchange process with a characteristic rate constant, k ex . This novel extension of the model of Knowles and co-workers captures elementary rate process control to the kinetics of surfactant assembly. The first two exchange terms represent the increase of size j through absorption (l, m)
The last two terms capture decrease in aggregate size j due to molecular absorption and emission.
The first two moments of the distribution and average size are defined as
where P(t) is the aggregate number concentration, M(t) is the aggregate mass concentration, and N(t) is the average aggregate size. In this extended model, by performing the summation from j = 2 to infinity, we can obtain closed moment equations for aggregate concentration and mass concentration,
where we use the following transformation for exchange reactions resulting in the aggregates of size j by association (l, m)
if (m). (17) Note that monomer size j = 1 is not considered as a reactant in these processes. The proportionality of k ex to the squared polymer number concentration as k ex P 2 (t) is consistent with physical intuition, as the exchange processes must occur in the presence of other RMs. An approximate steady state solution and analytical solution for early time behavior are shown in the supplementary material. The model of Knowles and co-workers 75 is recovered for k ex = 0. The analytical solution also shows how the collision-induced exchange process affects the mean RM size observed when the early time solution is solved with
System setup
The RM system was composed of 140 AOT, 700 water, and 9912 isooctane molecules, totaling 269 052 atoms, and consistent with an overall water loading of five and expected to form RMs based on the phase diagram for this system composition. 89 The system employed cubic periodic boundary conditions, with edges of approximately 15.0 nm. AOT and isooctane were parameterized using the model developed by Abel et al. 15, 44 while the remainder of the system was parameterized using the CHARMM27 force field. 90, 91 The systems were constructed with the random spatial placement of all molecules in the substrate. This random spatial placement emulates the gradual injection of surfactant molecules to solution employed in experiments to investigate RM formation as a function of concentration, for which the early time scales feature a monodisperse solution of surfactants in solution.
To prepare each system, 216 isooctane molecules were pre-equilibrated in a 3.9-nm solvent box, consistent with a density of 690.95 kg/m 3 , equal to the experimental density. 92 This system was copied to form a cubic box with 14.0-nm edges.
AOT and water molecules were randomly inserted into the isooctane solvent box and energy minimized to form 10 unique initial positions. The configuration of each system was then refined using the steepest descent energy minimization. All simulations were performed using the Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulations (GROMACS) simulation suite version 5.1. [93] [94] [95] To obtain the correct average temperature, a 100 ps NVT simulation was performed with the Bussi velocity-rescale thermostat at 298.15 K. To stabilize the system density, a 100 ps NPT simulation was conducted with the Bussi velocity-rescale thermostat at 298.15 K and the isotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat at 1 bar and compressibility 9.0 × 10 −5 bar −1 . Both thermo-and barostats used a coupling time of 2 ps. All MD integration was performed using the leap-frog integrator with a 2 fs time step, constraining all bonds using linear constraint solver (LINCS). 96, 97 The LJ interactions were truncated using a switching function over a distance from 0.8 to 1.2 nm. Particle mesh Ewald (PME) was used to model electrostatics with a 1.2-nm cutoff. 98 Ten production run simulations were completed, each from a unique set of initial coordinates. Nine of the ten replicates achieved 400 ns of sampling, with one achieving 1163 ns. These production simulations employed the Nose-Hoover thermostat and Parrinello-Rahman barostat at 295.15 K and 1 bar and compressibility of 9.0 × 10 −5 bar −1 , respectively. Each MD simulation was performed using 10 2.6 GHz Intel XeonE5-2670s with 160 MPI threads at an overall rate of 16 ns/day.
RESULTS
Simulation results
The number of distinct clusters containing AOT observed in ten nonequilibrium MD simulations of AOT self-assembly over 400 ns is shown in Fig. 2(a) . By the end of 10 400ns trajectories, we observed there to be 3-7 RMs in each system and 5 RMs on average. It is in this time scale that RM coalescence occurs. The relaxation time of RM formation has previously been calculated using the function
where N RM (∞) is set to four and the stretched exponential,
was fit to each trajectory. The obtained average relaxation times, 64 The depletion of isolated water and AOT molecules is examined in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) . Isolated AOTs were completely depleted in the first 20 ns, and waters were depleted in just a few ns, and only 1-3 water molecules remain isolated throughout each trajectory. The solvation of AOT molecules by water is quantified by the water loading, w 0 , defined by . The water loading of the system at N AOT = 140 and N Water = 700 was five. Figure 2 shows the average water loading of formed RMs in all trajectories, which achieved a converged value after approximately 1 ns. These results suggest that the initial stage of RM formation consists of a process in which water molecules rapidly solvate AOT head groups to form small RMs, after which RM fusion allows the system to relax to equilibrium.
This formation mechanism is supported by the time evolution of the average number of water molecules in RM aggregates (Fig. S2 of the supplementary material) . Initially, there is little fluctuation in the average number of waters per RM as the water loading relaxes to a constant value. At later times, fluctuations in the average number of water molecules per RM occur due to the coexistance of RMs of various sizes. The equilibration of the number of water molecules per RM is expected to coincide with the equilibration of the system, which should occur after 500 ns, the time scale on which water transport between RMs upon collision is reported to occur. 64 
AOT solvation process
At short times, water and AOT rapidly associated to form small RMs. This process is characterized by the rapid decrease in the number of "free" water and AOT in the system over time. Free waters were depleted within 1 ns, and free AOT molecules were depleted within 20 ns. During the depletion of free water and AOT, the average water loading of AOTs rapidly converged to 5, the water loading expected from the overall H 2 O:AOT ratio of the system. This rapid convergence in the AOT water loading is striking and does not appear to have been identified in previous simulations of AOT self-assembly. 64 This initial RM formation process is distinct in the time scale and mechanism from the RM exchange process that occurs after 20 ns once free AOTs have been depleted and initial RM formation is apparently complete.
To explain the observation that the mean AOT water loading rapidly converges to a constant value equal to the water loading of the system, we compared our molecular simulation results with the results of a diffusion-adsorption (DA) simulation model (see Sec. II for details). In both MD and DA simulations, the average water loading per AOT was found to rapidly converge within 1 ns (Fig. 3) .
The DA model does not include repulsive or attractive interactions. As such, it is important to validate whether distributions of AOT and water per cluster within the DA model are similar to those observed in the early time scale MD simulations. We fit gamma distributions of AOT and water per cluster observed at each point in time over 10 replicate DA and MD simulations. Each fitting results in shape and rate parameters. The time series of these distributions for the DA and MD simulations appear to be well correlated with the exception of the shape of distributions for the number of AOT per cluster, for which the DA simulations are more widely distributed (Fig. 3) . We evaluated the significance of the correlation between the time series of these DA and MD simulations of AOT and water cluster size via the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Wilcoxon signed rank test, and Wald-Wolfowitz run test. We find them to be nearly significant, with p-values between 0.1 and 0.05 (see the supplementary material). We conclude that a simple diffusion-adsorption mechanism explains the initial formation of RMs up to 20 ns, prior to the onset of RM exchange kinetics within the system.
Structural properties of RMs
The distributions of numbers of AOT and water per cluster in 0-5, 20-25, 100-105, 200-205, 300-305, and 395-400 ns are visualized in Fig. 4 . Before 20 ns, less than 10 AOTs per RM are observed. Beyond 20 ns, the distribution of numbers of water and AOT per RM gradually widens. By 400 ns, the RM size distribution is broad, implying that the system has not reached equilibrium. More simulation time is necessary to reach thermodynamic equilibrium through microscopic processes (such as the exchange of surfactant and water between RMs). Distributions of the number of AOT per RM over time are shown in Fig. 5 . From 0 to 1 ns, the number of AOTs per RM is exponentially distributed, suggesting that the aggregation process on this time scale results from random associations of AOT. By 10 ns, the distribution of AOTs per RM becomes well described by a gamma distribution. By 400 ns, some deviations from gamma distributions are formed as transient observations of large RMs are observed due to RM collisions, indicating the limit of our sampling.
The RM water bond-orientational order is shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) at various times. Water bond-orientations are observed to evolve from the early-time value of q 6 , indicating the enhanced 6-or 12-fold coordination of waters within RMs. However, w 6 remains near-zero indicating the orientationally disordered structural characteristics of a liquid state.
The presence of 6 and 12-fold orientational order is confirmed by the correlation function of q 6 in Fourier space. At 0.1 ns, in Fig. 6(c) , the angular correlation is similar to liquid bulk water and evolves to larger values at later time. This suggests that the bond orientational order of water molecules in RMs is influenced by RM size. Such deviations in the angular orientation of water in RM cores compared with bulk water have previously been observed in spatial pair correlation functions. 47, 48 Previous simulations reported that the bond angle correlation function of waters in RMs is significantly different from that of bulk water. 47, 52 Our results suggest that RM waters have ideal gas-like tetrahedral order during the early time scale of self-assembly. Moreover, the tetrahedral order parameter does not display a clear trend as a function of RM size (Fig. 7) .
We also investigated the change in molecular volume during self-assembly using Voronoi tessellations, shown in Fig. 8 . We observe that water and AOT head group regions rapidly decrease in volume over the first 20 ns, during the rapid formation of small RMs, prior to a more gradual decrease during RM fusion between 20 and 100 ns, corresponding to the time scale when there are more than 8 RMs present in the system. From 150 ns and beyond the volume of RM molecules appear to have reached a steady state. This observation suggests that the further fusion of RMs does not result from a need to relax the structures of individual RM aggregates.
Rather, it appears to occur due to an alternative driving force such as the reduction in surface curvature, which has classically been used to explain the narrow polydispersity in micelle sizes.
RM collision-induced exchange kinetics described via a master equation approach
The complicated time series representing the RM size and structure demonstrate RM formation on the sub-microsecond scale. We identify a RM size by the number of AOTs in a RM, also known as the aggregate number (N RM AOT ), as the water loading of RMs fluctuates about a constant value of 5 and as can be observed in Fig. 4 . The width of the sampled N RM AOT distributions suggests that an equilibrium structural ensemble has not been reached in these simulations, which we should expect to be monodisperse at equilibrium. As reported by Marchi and Abel, 64 the molecular transport process among RMs through RM collision is expected to play an important role on the super-µs time scale. We employed estimated kinetic rate constants for elementary processes of association, dissociation, fusion, fragmentation, and exchange described in Fig. 1 in an extended master equation model in order to capture such longtime behavior, particularly for the characterization of average RM size. The time evolution of the average number of AOTs per RM is
where N RM AOT is the average number of AOTs per RM in the system shown in Fig. 9(a) alongside the functional fit derived from the master equation model. In the fitting process, we obtained the initial kinetic rate parameters without the RM collision-induced exchange term, k ex , using an analytical solution of the master equation. 75 The initial exchange rate was set equal to the fusion rate: k ex =k + . Based on these initial parameters, our new moment closure equations (including k ex ) were numerically solved according to Eqs. (14) and (15) To test the robustness of these initial rate constants, all but the primary nucleation rate (k n ) constants were independently adjusted from 0.01 to 100 times their initial values prior to least squares optimization, which converged to the same solution. We applied a few constraints on the acceptable values of the kinetic parameters during optimization based on the small amount of kinetic information available and physical intuition. The nucleation, association, disassociation, fusion, fragmentation, and exchange rates were limited During fitting, the fusion parameter (k + ) was found to be 1000 times smaller than exchange rate (k ex ), corresponding to previous experimental studies 34 that estimated the order of this difference (σ) to be between 10 −3 and 10 −4 . The effect of this relation,k + = σk ex , is demonstrated in Fig. 9(b) . Our results show that setting σ = 10 −3 or 10 −4 does not significantly influence the predictions of the model while if σ is very large, the predicted average sizes become large. This is reasonable as a larger σ implies that RMs fuse more frequently upon encounter. This suggests that there may be a large energy barrier which suppresses RM fusion during an encounter between RMs, thereby stabilizing the RM phase. The kinetic rates obtained from this numerical solution are Table I . Table I . These values have a precision on the order of 10 due to the standard deviation about the average RM size time series. The exchange rate constant has been shown to be sensitive to system conditions, 34 reported to take values from 10 6 to 10 8 M −1 s −1 for water loadings between 10 and 30 in a range of conditions. Our estimated exchange rate is much faster than this range of values. As demonstrated in the past, the water loading and concentration of AOT and water can substantially change the exchange rate, rapidly increasing as the water loading decreases. As such, the very low water loading here is expected to produce a faster exchange rate. While our parameter optimization obtains unique solutions, the exact values of the resulting parameters are dependent on the specific N RM AOT time series employed. Thus, the standard error about N RM AOT may influence the kinetic rates determined by the model. In Fig. 9 , we demonstrate the variations in N RM AOT when individual kinetic rates are independently varied.
We explored changing the kinetic rate parameters for collision, k ex , and fragmentation,k − , to observe the impact on aggregation kinetics. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) show the effect of variation in these parameters leaving all other rate constants unchanged. The final average RM size between k ex and k − converges to the same size if the factor between k ex and k − is between 0 and 2. On the other hand, the time to reach the converged RM size, N RM AOT (t) = N RM AOT (∞), is sensitive to these rates. The increase in either exchange or fragmentation rate beyond a factor of two can make variations in the predicted RM size substantially larger. As shown in previous experiments, 34 such exchange rates can quickly change with variations in the system conditions, such as changes in the temperature or composition. These major changes to the exchange rate can explain why the RM phase is observed in a restricted temperature range. To form stable RMs, interactions among RMs must induce an exchange rate slower than the fragmentation rate, leading to the formation of moderately sized RMs. Our model quantifies how these rate constants determine the size of formed aggregates. In the future, as additional experimental exchange rates are determined for particular system conditions given the knowledge of the average RM size time series, our kinetic model may be used to accurately predict other elementary kinetic rates that might otherwise be difficult or impossible to determine. The form of our kinetic model might potentially be applied to related physical phenomena, such as the normal surfactant micelle or lipid domain assembly.
CONCLUSIONS
We performed molecular dynamics simulations of AOT reverse micelle (RM) self-assembly at water loading w 0 = 5 and analyzed the dynamics and structure of RMs as a function of RM size, number of components, and time. Using ten independent replicate simulations initiated from random mixtures, we characterized (1) the mechanism of RM primary nucleation, (2) the structure of RMs during the RM fusion process, and (3) inferred the elementary rates describing RM nucleation, monomer association and disassociation, RM fusion and fragmentation, and the exchange of AOTs between RMs. We characterized the nascent dynamics that establish water loading on RMs within 1 ns by comparison to a diffusion-adsorption model which reproduces the distribution of molecular aggregates during this mechanism. The characteristic time scale of initial RM formation was found to be 20 ns in agreement with prior reports. 64 At longer times, the coalescence of small RMs occurs from 20 to 100 ns, followed by a slower fusion of large RMs until the average RM size reaches equilibrium. In the first 20 ns, the volume of individual molecular components was observed to rapidly decrease when forming RM aggregates. From 20 to 200 ns, the volume of the RM aggregates was observed to gradually converge. During this time, water in the core of RMs establishes the orientationally ordered structure unique from bulk-phase water. Beyond this time scale, no significant structural changes in RM aggregates were observed. However, our simulations do not appear to reach equilibrium as the observed RM size distributions do not achieve the narrow distribution that is expected based on thermodynamic arguments.
To describe the mechanics of RM collision-induced exchange on a longer time scale, we developed a novel moment-closed equation from a master equation describing RM growth including a collision-induced exchange process. The model shows the effects of molecular exchange upon RM collisions on average RM size. Changes in average RM size can be caused by slight changes in the salt, temperature, or AOT concentration, and substantial variation of average RM size may occur as a result of changes in these conditions. Using our proposed master equation model, we demonstrate that RM formation is only possible in a restricted range of conditions. Previous reports indicate that a change of a few degrees in temperature can increase the exchange rate by a factor of two. 34 Small-angle neutron scattering experiments at a water loading of 100 (large RM sizes) showed that the RM phase can transition to a phase separated state at slightly heightened temperatures while smaller RMs formed at water loadings of 30 did not undergo a phase transition over a 70 • temperature range. 99 Increases in the exchange rate over those observed in this work would be necessary to support a transition to a phase separated state, which would likely require larger-scale simulations. 100, 101 These simulations were performed at a very high concentration of AOT and water due to computational limitations on the system size. As our simulations were performed at compositions known to form RMs, we believe finite size effects are minimal. Deviations from the past measurements of the exchange rate reflect the differing concentrations of AOT and water employed. In the future, the interplay of RM stability, size, and exchange rates might be explored at more dilute concentrations with larger simulation sizes on advanced hardware.
We performed 10 400ns simulations to apply our kinetic method to investigate the effect of each microscopic process. In this nanosecond scale, the average RM size converged to 31 ± 9, within the error of the experimentally determined average size in n-octane, 102 30 , and the previously reported 35 ± 8.5 reported in an equivalent MD study. 64 Hence, at the super-µs time scale, the average RM size is not expected to increase while inter-micelle exchange is expected to decrease the dispersity of RM sizes in solution. Much longer simulations would be necessary to obtain a size distribution with the narrow polydispersity expected at equilibrium.
It should be noted that the AOT RM system can have slower exchange rates compared to most RM-forming surfactants, 34 implying that the time required for self-assembly in other RM systems is substantially shorter. Because AOT RMs are kinetically more stable than other RM systems, careful investigation of the self-assembly of other surfactant micelle systems will be essential in understanding the role of cosurfactant and the general mechanism of RM self-assembly. Our master equation approach provides a general framework through which to investigate the mechanism of RM formation and the role of co-surfactant RM mixtures applicable to data derived from simulation and experiment.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for (1) the visualization of Voronoi tessellation of an RM, (2) p-values of KolmogorovSmirnov, Wilcoxon signed rank, Wald-Wolfowitz tests between diffusion-adsorption and molecular dynamics simulations aggregate size distributions during initial RM formation, (3) the formulation of the original master equation model of Knowles and co-workers, (4) the steady state solution of the master equation model presented here, (5) the early time solution for the master equation model, and (6) the number of water molecules per RM averaged over all trajectories.
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